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The 18 acre (7.3 hectare) site, which is now Napier’s Botanical
Gardens, was first set aside by the Commissioner of Crown
Lands, Alfred Domett, in 1855. This was the same year that
sections on the hill were selling for £5 - £10 and land across
the harbour was going for £1 an acre. Those were the days…
Twenty years later, the first trained gardener, a Mr Burton, was
appointed to develop and maintain the gardens. Money was
limited, so prison labour was used to landscape the area with
paths and terraces. Trees, many of which were donated as
seedlings by visiting sea captains or gifted by early settlers,
were planted to create the bones of the gardens we see today.
On entering the gardens from Chaucer Road, visitors are usually greeted by a
flock of resident pigeons which stay about on the grass by the carpark.
A popular feature is the circular duck pond which was built in 1961 and is
home to a variety of ducks and ducklings. Just a reminder if you want to
feed the ducks, best not to bring bread which lacks the vitamins for healthy
bone growth and fouls the water. The birds will appreciate cut-up grapes,
cooked rice, chopped lettuce, cracked corn,
barley, oats, thawed peas or duck feed pellets.
Another favourite attraction, particularly with children, is the three-bay
budgerigar aviary. About 30 budgies live there and they have a variety of
perches and good space to fly in. I noticed a couple of cockatiels and
some little quail were in residence on the day I visited with a friend.
The very well-kept site is a credit to the
dedicated team of gardeners. The flower beds were
a riot of colour and the attractive little stream
cascading down the hillside was a hit with children
paddling in it while their parents picnicked nearby.
There were huge areas of hydrangeas under the
trees, all looking very healthy and great banks of
blue and white agapanthus in full flower.
The Botanical Gardens are picturesque and
sheltered and there are well-formed sealed paths
leading up to the top, close to the graveyard. It is
steep in places and to get there, we climbed 100 steps.
We returned downhill along a narrow,
natural track, arriving at the remains of one
of two wells dating back to 1858, when the
65th regiment was stationed at the old
hospital site and needed a water supply.
For anyone wanting to enjoy some quiet
time out, the gardens offer an oasis of calm
and are only minutes from the bustling CBD.

Experienced, well-equipped trampers will be interested to know
that DOC has recently upgraded the six-bunk Kahunui Hut, located
deep in the Waioeka Conservation Area, north-west of Gisborne.
Built in 1965, the maintenance and repairs focused on retaining
the hut’s historic and simplistic features rather than replacing it.
The original ‘safety orange’ colour has been retained, as has the
number on the roof – 1878, which was used to identify it from the
air and it still has its open fireplace, known as ‘the poor man’s
television.’ No bookings are required and the cost is $5 a night for adults. Thanks to DOC for the photo.
Kiwis are spoilt for choice. Kahunui is just one of around 950 DOC huts dotted around the country,
some more luxurious than others. Find out about huts in areas you want to visit @ www.doc.govt.nz
SCHOOLS FOR TREES:
Te
Mata Park Trust has recently
shared an initiative for schools
to ‘adopt’ a small block on Te
Mata Peak, plant native trees
(which will be provided at no
cost) and then continue their
care by weeding, watering and
adding more plant species.
Teacher, Jo Phillips, at Te Mata School is organising a Te Mata Kaitiaki group, so that students who
are interested can join in at special planting days. More info from Sara Shaw: sara@tematapark.co.nz
TYRED OUT: Recently, while enjoying a walk along the Karamū Stream in
the Napier Road area, I noticed a whole lot of old tyres that looked as if they
had been dumped in the water a long time ago. I contacted the Regional
Council and was delighted to hear that members of its Works Group came
out while the water level was still low and removed around 25. It’s not okay
to dump tyres in streams - or anywhere else for that matter, and the council
has to pay a local business to get them recycled. Good job HBRC.
WELCOME HOME! Someone who has seen plenty of
wildlife during a six year circumnavigation of both the
North and South Island on horseback is Larissa Meuller,
who completed her journey on 10 April. She and her
faithful mare Sprite were met by enthusiastic supporters
as they returned to their point of departure at the Clifton
Station woolshed. Riding over six summers, Larissa and
Sprite raised more than $15,000 for the Leg-Up Trust, a Charitable Trust which
uses horses as healers for at-risk youth. Trust founder, Ros Rowe was there to see Larissa safely
home and said, “What a great adventure and achievement for a young woman to accomplish. We are
extremely grateful for the funds raised as she and Sprite completed their epic ride.” Photos by Sandy Dooney.
MENZSHED Hastings recently helped out a couple of local
organisations with their conservation projects.
Chris Gray (left) constructed a dozen frames for nesting
boxes for Kiwis for kiwi while Noel Martin-Smith repaired
eleven traps for The Cape Sanctuary. Noel said it was just a
case of straightening bent cages and adjusting the trigger
mechanism to release with a lighter pressure. No problem!
PEKAPEKA REGIONAL PARK, one of the region’s most important wetlands,
covering 98 hectares and located just 12 kms south of Hastings on SH2, now
boasts a new shelter thanks to collaboration between the Regional Council
and Rotary Stortford Lodge. Pekapeka makes a great family destination as
there is always a good selection of wildlife to view from the boardwalks.
Bring your camera and binoculars but please leave your dog at home.

PICTURE PERFECT
Meet Bruce, the red-billed gull who took a fancy
to Noel and Diana O’Riley’s freshly painted
balustrade! Thanks for the great photos Noel.
While this is the most common of the seagull
family, due to predation and loss of food
sources, its conservation status is ‘Declining’.
Introduced predators like cats, ferrets, rats and
stoats are the main threat to breeding birds
and their off-spring, while climate-change and
warmer oceans means the availability of krill,
the principal food of the birds during the
breeding season, fluctuates. Lack of food has a
major impact on breeding success.
Kaikoura is one of the main breeding sites for this native gull. Researchers found
that approximately 83% of pairs retain partners from one season to the next. The
longest period that a known pair remained together for was 17 years. An
important feature of courtship is that the male brings food to his mate and a
national survey carried out in 2014–2016 recorded nearly 28,000 nesting pairs.
PICTURE THIS is a clever App you can download onto your phone for $20 per year
and, instantly, you have a botanist in your pocket. If you’re looking at a plant and
wondering what it is, you simply take a photo and, thanks to revolutionary artificial
intelligence technology, you immediately receive an accurate plant ID and all the
relevant information about it. I found out about the App when I met a tech expert
walking in a local reserve and he showed me how it worked.
It’s easy to operate, so for the next few minutes we took photos of some plants in the
vicinity and marvelled at the magic of modern technology. Check out their terms & conditions.
CAPE KIDNAPPERS: This month’s The Cape Sanctuary feature is all about the gannets. While currently
it’s the off-season because the birds have left to over-winter in warmer climes, the two main ways for
visitors to reach the colony from September onwards are either along the beach or overland.
Gannet Safaris Overland operates tours every day at 9.30am
and 1.30pm from September-April, driving over the privatelyowned Cape Kidnappers Station. High above the cliffs, visitors
are treated to spectacular 360°views of Hawke’s Bay. The
buses arrive at the Plateau, within a few metres of the birds, so this suits
the less mobile. There are also exclusive Range Rover tours at any time
and sunrise expeditions for early-birds. www.gannetsafaris.co.nz
With 69 years of experience and with
expert guides to make sure visitors
don’t miss anything, the beach tours are fun and also educational.
Departure times from October-April vary, depending on tides, with a
round trip to the Plateau taking about 4 hours. A moderate level of
fitness is needed for the final climb but the views and photo
opportunities are absolutely worth it. On a shorter trip, gannets at Black
Reef can be viewed from the trailers. More info on:- www.gannets.com Photo credit Richard Brimer.
People can walk along the beach but only at low tide. DOC notices alert
walkers to potential risks of landslides and rock-falls and with it being a 19
km journey taking around five hours, DOC’s advice to adventurers is to check
the tides and ensure they leave enough time to return safely before high tide.
History: When Captain James Cook visited the area in 1769, Māori paddled out in canoes to the ship
Endeavour to trade. They took away a Tahitian cabin boy. Shots were fired at the canoes resulting in
some Māori being killed and the boy swimming back to the ship - hence the name Cape Kidnappers.

A silhouette of an iconic gannet makes up
part of The Cape Sanctuary’s logo.
Cape Kidnappers, which some 20,000 birds call home, is the
largest mainland gannet colony in the world; it’s readily
accessible and it’s located within the 2,500 hectare sanctuary.
Mainland seabird breeding populations are rare since the arrival
of humans, so it’s great to see the colony thrive.
Since the sanctuary was established in 2006 and the predator
proof fence erected, the birds are much safer than they were. Nowadays, the biggest threats to their
survival are not from land-based predators but at sea - the two main risks being caught in fishing nets
and the adverse effect which climate change may have on fish populations.
There are three main colonies at Cape Kidnappers – Black
Reef, the Saddle and the Plateau. During lockdown last
year, due to the lack of visitors, the breeding area of the
Plateau colony increased by around 20%.
The best time for viewing the gannets is from September
until May. Right now, almost all the young gannets which
hatched late last year or since New Year, have headed off
on their amazing 2,800 km migratory maiden flight across
the Tasman Sea to Australia, where they’ll spend the next
two or three years before returning to their birthplace to
start breeding. With a gannet’s potential lifespan being between 25 and 40 years, the colony, which
was first established in the 1870’s is thriving. At five years of age, the birds breed in earnest and,
from then on, tend to stay around New Zealand’s coastline.
Characteristic behaviours at breeding colonies, also known as gannetries, include
mutual bill fencing, bowing of mates at the nest and a territorial headshake,
while sky-pointing is an indication of the
intention to take flight. Many birds stay with the
same partner over their lifetime but, apparently,
divorces do happen! While very graceful fliers,
gannets are not so expert when it comes to
landing and some clumsy touchdowns could
almost be described as crash landings. Thanks to
Tim Whittaker for the fabulous photos. www.tim.co.nz

The birds are used to seeing people and are quite ambivalent towards
visitors. They swoop in very close and then go about their business
feeding each other, their off-spring and performing courtship displays up
close and personal.
To encourage the birds to establish a new colony, there is a site on the
Ocean Beach side of the Cape, complete with ‘fake’ gannets. However,
despite their model good looks, the avian residents are currently
unconvinced and appear happy to stay at the other three sites with their real-life feathered friends.
Would you like to volunteer your time and energy in this amazing place?
Just e-mail:- volunteer@capesanctuary.co.nz
If you know of a conservation champion or something relevant going on in Hawke’s Bay, please
let me know and I’ll be happy to follow it up:- jessicamaxwell2017@gmail.com

I dream of a better tomorrow, where chickens can
cross the road and not be questioned
about their motives.

